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Introduction 

The Washington State Department of Health (DOH) contracted with a Seattle-based advertising 

firm to conduct a tobacco-control advertising campaign. The firm developed web-based and television 

messaging aimed at preventing and controlling tobacco use among young people in the state. In 2008, 

the firm presented an internal study of campaign effectiveness to DOH project managers. The purpose 

of this brief report is to analyze the reliability and applicability of the firm’s research—an important 

consideration for DOH, as they will consider potential campaign changes in scope and direction based 

(at least in part) on the firm’s research findings. This report will identify some strengths and limitations 

of each segment of the firm’s research, and suggest areas of consideration for DOH project managers.  

Study Segment 1 

NSY.com Survey: Loyalists 

The NO STANK YOU on-line component was the first study segment in the firm’s research 

project report. The firm tested the reception, messaging and spread of four specific themes and 

approaches used in the campaign: Stankalot, Lung Balloons, Chestsitter, and Smokin’ Hot. The survey 

reached approximately 400 young people, the majority of whom were between the ages 13-17, and 

presumed users of the NSY.com website. The population sampling method appears to be a non-

probability, self-report convenience sample, with low external validity. Essentially, the sampled 

population included self-selected users of the NSY.com site. If the purpose of this study segment were to 

test website effectiveness for the user population, it would be an acceptable approach; however, the 

DOH campaign is statewide, and the reach of NSY.com is unclear. DOH presumably needs to understand 

campaign effectiveness across the state. This would suggest at minimum conducting a stratified random 

sample survey that strategically used demographics questions (placed at the end of the survey rather 

than the beginning) to consider geographic/zip code, racial/ethnic, socio-economic, and school/job 
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training differences. These are crucial components in designing health campaigns. Rates of prevalence 

and message appeal will differ based on where a person lives, works, attends school, and his or her 

socio-economic status, among other factors.  

The on-line survey tool was poorly designed, further affecting the reliability of the data. 

According to Arlene Fink in How to Conduct Surveys each question should be meaningful, and use 

standard language rules (p. 38). In general, questions were poorly worded. For example, question five: 

“Have you uploaded a picture of you wearing a shirt?” needs to specifically ask “Have you uploaded a 

picture of yourself wearing a NO STANK YOU shirt to the NSY.com site?”  A follow-up question could 

have asked about uploads to other social media sites or blogspots frequented by the survey respondents 

as a way to test for the spread of the message. Question 7 may have been more effective if reworded to 

“Which anti-tobacco fact is on the inside of your NO STANK YOU shirt?” with a forced selection of 

message choices. The responses would provide a more data about usage of the shirt, and perhaps add a 

piece to the puzzle of the “walking billboard” approach mentioned in the report.   

While the on-line survey approach is clearly a key way to reach the target population, and so 

makes sense to test for campaign effectiveness, the survey tool did not provide data that was 

generalizable. The data indicates a sample heavily weighted toward female respondents and relies on 

self-selected users to opt in to taking the survey.  

The firm positioned the internal report on this segment with a great deal of bias, stating the t-

shirts were “well-received,” the “walking billboard” approach was succeeding, and that they had “brand 

ambassadors.”  However, the survey never specifically asked respondents if they actually wore the t-

shirt and if so, how often and where? A “walking billboard” implies frequent or regular usage so it can 

be seen over and over again, but this was not addressed in the survey. Concluding that “we have brand 

ambassadors”, “awareness is high” and “they’re getting the message” was based on data that did not 
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clearly demonstrate the spread of the campaign message beyond a certain pool of users. Survey 

questions eight and nine and the data results suggest that while “2 in 3 told more than 5 peers about NO 

STANK YOU,” over half of those peers already knew about the campaign—but this issue was also not 

addressed by the firm.    

Study Segment 2 

Street Interviews: Their world, their voice. 

In this study segment, intercept interviews appear to have been used to gather qualitative, non-

probability data from 31 youth living in an urban area along the urban I-5 corridor. Interviews were 

conducted in the Westlake Center, Auburn SuperMall, and Shoreline skate park. Some potential 

concerns with the location and timing of the interviews is the underlying assumption that these places 

are where youth spend their time, ignoring the backdrop of school, work, sports, theater and music 

activities, youth groups and other venues where teens spend their time. The restriction of the interviews 

to the urban core on the northwestern half of the state also limits the usefulness of the data, resulting in 

low external validity. 

According to the presentation, the firm was probing respondents to learn the level of 

awareness, understanding, and relevance in the campaign messaging as perceived by youth. Of the 31 

youth interviewed, 3 in 4 stated they were familiar with the specific NO STANK YOU ads. It is unclear 

how many of the 23 youth considered the ads “lame” versus entertaining and reinforcing. It also 

appears the firm missed an opportunity to probe respondents on which ads or what aspects were 

considered “lame” or considered entertaining or most reinforced the intended messages. 

The firm did gather additional qualitative data asking two new questions: why and when do kids 

try to smoke, and what would make the ads work better? While the responses were interesting and 

suggest additional studies, this segment also lacks external validity to the statewide population as it 
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focused so narrowly on a specific geographic region. It is unclear if these new questions were 

strategically determined, and tie back to earlier research; or, if they were asked more on the spur of the 

moment, to develop a deeper understanding of what was “liked/disliked” in the ads, as the respondents 

provided feedback.  

Slide 15 which examined context—what kids related to—was particularly intriguing and perhaps 

points to a “lack of systematic process” – a characteristic of informal research methods, as noted in 

Strategic Public Relations Management (p.88) by E.W. Austin and B.E. Pinkleton. While the inclusion of 

skating activities may appeal to a certain subset of the target population, additional research would be 

required to show the efficacy of such an approach across a wider population. The second bullet 

answering the question presumably posed to the interviewer of “why don’t we put skating in” mentions 

numerous reasons that are not clearly linked to the question: a party setting in which peer pressure 

occurs, a runner who quit smoking to make running easier, and choir members wishing to preserve their 

voices. Perhaps these are themes relating to context or meant to identify familiar places and situations 

for youth, but the report is unclear on that point, and mixes smoking initiation, smoking cessation, and 

never starting smoking into one response. This raises an interesting question: was the campaign itself 

developed and conducted under a “one approach fits all” methodology, bypassing research that has 

consistently shown attention to behavior change modeling is crucial to the success of encouraging 

healthy behaviors? 

Study Segment 3  

Friendship Circles: Social Dynamics  

The firm conducted six “friendship circles” or focus groups in three areas of the state: South 

Seattle, Spokane and Yakima, speaking with a total of 33 respondents. The discussion questions are not 
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mentioned, although based on the first bullet of slide 17, it can be assumed that the frame of the 

conversation centered on the social dynamics of what motivates smoking behaviors.  

While a qualitative open-ended exploration of what reasons the participants gave for trying or 

considering trying cigarettes in their daily lives can prove interesting and meaningful in future research, 

the information elicited would not be considered representative and therefore not generalizable. The 

firm’s report does not address how focus group participants were recruited, beyond geographic 

limitations and being identified as “triers” or “high-risk” pointing to a non-probability sampling method, 

perhaps a combination of purposive and volunteer sampling.  

According to E.W. Austin and B.E. Pinkleton in Strategic Public Relations Management “while 

studies using purposive sampling may provide useful results, their nonrandom-selection procedures 

limit the generalizability of their findings, as is the case with all nonprobability sampling methods” (p. 

104). The combination of the sampling methodology, small size of the “friendship circles” and lack of 

information about participant characteristics create very low external validity, although it is clear that 

the firm attempted to give voice to other geographic regions of the state’s targeted youth population. 

Study Segment 4 

Online Groups: Anonymity 

In addition to the “friendship circles” the firm conducted eight on-line anonymous focus groups 

with 37 youth aged 12 – 15. These participants included a mix of “triers”, “high-risk” and “low-risk” 

primarily middle school aged youth. The firm does not identify geographic region or zip code for the 

participants, nor describe sampling procedures as to how the target population was identified. For the 

sake of argument, it is assumed that the sampling method was a non-probability based convenience 

sample drawn from users of the NSY.com site. 
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The firm does offer a sample profile of some demographics data of the 37 students, based on 

gender, age, school type, and experiences with smoking, as well as summarized qualitative data based 

on the on-line conversations. From the data provided, the population is heavily skewed towards female 

middle school aged youth. Almost a third report being offered a cigarette while less than 1% report 

trying a cigarette. It is unclear if the firm probed deeper to find what intrinsic or extrinsic motivators 

provided the inner resources to say no—especially given that 70% of the sample are also identified as 

“high risk.” 

However interesting the provided data may be, they are useful primarily in indicating a possible 

direction for further research. The results in and of themselves are not valid externally to the statewide 

population.   

Another Look at Study Segment Results: 

How the Firm Interpreted the Data 

The findings presented by the firm are grouped thematically, exploring what teens have to say 

about “daily life” and “stress” and what they “know about tobacco” and “why they try tobacco.” The 

data offer glimpses into motivators and other factors affecting youth choice to smoke, and could 

provide a launching pad for additional research into what teens want and need to help make and 

maintain a behavior choice that rejects smoking as an option. Additional research using a stratified 

random sample with clearly subdivided populations across the state may help inform future shifts in 

program development and outreach tactics. 

The firm also took a look at what they termed “Creative Eval: They understand us.” The firm did 

test the NO STANK YOU recognition against other anti-tobacco campaigns, reporting that the NO STANK 

YOU ads were the only ads consistently mentioned by name. Indeed, the firm stated only one group was 

unable to identify the NO STANK YOU campaign—unfortunately, the report did not identify which group 
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needed assistance in identifying the campaign, an important consideration for DOH project managers in 

targeting future resources and attention. The firm also noted that the free t-shirts were a “point of 

difference” which presumably helped fix the campaign’s message in the minds of the targeted 

population. But without a control group it would not be possible to definitively state that the t-shirts 

were a defining difference in ad recognition.  

Slide 30 raises an important point about population penetration, when it states that “kids 

couldn’t invite friends for a point because they were already MOB members.” This bears out the earlier 

concern raised on page 2 of this report in which the on-line survey results showed that about one-half of 

peers told about the NO STANK YOU campaign already knew about the campaign. These finding indicate 

the bias inherent in nonprobability sampling when research respondents are chosen for convenience 

and relied upon to expand the reach through word-of-mouth (snowball effect), or are purposely chosen 

by the investigator to participate in small focus groups, resulting in low external validity across the study 

as a whole.   

Slide 34 provides some final thoughts and numbers regarding the perceived applicability, 

functionality, and popularity of the NO STANK YOU campaign. The firm claims that the NSY.com site has 

equity, suggesting a broad reach across the state, pointing to a membership of 76,494 members. 

However, it would be useful to see additional analytics data describing usage by county or some other 

useful grouping. Additionally, the 2010 OFM Intercensal population counts report 

(http://www.ofm.wa.gov/pop/asr/ic/default.asp) provides an estimate of 862,800 persons between 

ages 10-19, which indicates not quite 10% penetration into the targeted population. This raises some 

important questions: Who is being missed in this statewide approach? What other tactics could be used 

to reach the missing population? 

http://www.ofm.wa.gov/pop/asr/ic/default.asp
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It is clear that the firm attempted to approach a fairly fragmented population through a mixed 

methodology approach; unfortunately, each method appears to be using a nonprobability approach. 

The research the firm presented is useful for taking the pulse of campaign effectiveness, and identifying 

any blind spots or areas for potential change and growth. The firm notes that it “must always continue 

to evolve” on slide 34; indeed, any healthy organization or project must participate in continuous quality 

improvement, attentive to social change, environmental indicators, policy, economics, client perception.  

E.W. Austin and B.E. Pinkleton note that “It is too easy for organizational managers to become insulated 

from key publics in their busy and often-chaotic world . . . unaware of the critically important attitudes 

and opinions of consumers . . .” (Strategic Public Relations Management, p.81). It is a point in the firms 

favor that they are willing to keep an open mind and consider ways to grow.  

Conclusion 

In considering the research as a whole presented by the firm, the main concerns are related to 

questionable accuracy of the tools used in the on-line survey and focus groups, and in the non-

probability based sampling methods, resulting in interesting data with low external validity.  

As discussed in chapter 6 of Strategic Public Relations Management, public opinion sample 

surveys populated by self-selected users of a website simply offer “no way for researchers to determine 

the degree to which research results . . . are representative of a population” (p. 102).  

In thinking ahead to additional research, DOH may want to consider expanding the reach of 

research through partner organizations (school districts and other youth-group organizations) across 

geographical regions of the state, which would allow for the establishment of a sampling frame to 

conduct probability-based sampling, a control group, and additional work in developing tools and 

questions that allow for a deeper dive into the impact and outcomes generated by the campaign. 
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